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Drawing references from literature, cinema and vernacular imagery, Maha
Maamoun’s films and photographs are an investigation into the circulation,
consumption, and function of images. The Law of Existence, Maamoun’s
first solo show in Lebanon, brings together works dealing with the many
faces and forms of state power in contemporary Egypt, from its manifestation in the intimate lives of citizens to power solidified in the edifices
of government headquarters. The works exhibited here were produced
within the last six years, during a time of great change and upheaval in
Egypt. At the heart of these works is a reflection on human nature in
times of uncertainty.
Shot between Cairo and different locations in India, the film Dear Animal
(2016) weaves together a short story by writer Haytham El-Wardany –
titled “Lord of the Order of Existence” – about a drug dealer who turns
into a strange animal, and a selection of letters written by Azza Shaaban,
a director-producer involved with the Egyptian revolution and now living in India, from where she sends notes about her travels and healing
process after the revolution. At once occupying disparate temporal and
spatial registers, Dear Animal is a meditation on our relationship to power,
violence, and the unfamiliar.
Compiled from mobile phone footage posted on YouTube, Night Visitor:
The Night of Counting the Years (2011) documents the break-in by protesters at the State Security buildings in Cairo and Damanhur in 2011 after
the first wave of the Egyptian revolution. Shaky cameras and pixelated
images take us through the dark interiors of these previously impenetrable structures, from secret prisons up to the lavish offices of government officials, hung with gilded portraits and connected through direct
phone access to the president. The work’s title references the 1969 film
The Night of Counting the Years (Al-Mummia) by Shadi Abdel Salam.
Two videos, gleaned from YouTube, act as a footnote to Dear Animal,
speaking to animal/human relationships through the case of a lion shot
by police during a drug raid.
Nora Razian
Head of Programs and Exhibitions, Sursock Museum
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A Speech Not Ours
Doug Ashford
“Compulsive thinking has been defined … as having to think continually; this contravenes
man’s natural right of mental relaxation, of temporary rest from mental activity through
thinking nothing, or as the expression goes in the basic language, it disturbs the ‘basis’ of
a human being. My nerves are influenced by the rays to vibrate corresponding to certain
human words; their choice therefore is not subject to my own will, but is due to an influence
exerted on me from without. From the beginning the system of ‘not-finishing-a-sentence’
prevailed, that is to say the vibrations caused in my nerves and the words so produced
to contain not mainly finished thoughts, but unfinished ideas, or only fragments of ideas,
which my nerves have to supplement to make up their sense.”
—Daniel Paul Schreber, Memoirs of My Nervous Illness (1903)
The condition of rejecting insanity as a form
of non-humanity is historically well known.
Similarly, the politically revolutionary, the
socially alternative, or sexually profound
have all been diagrammed by power as
outside of the coherently human. In Judge
Daniel Paul Schreber’s glorious account of
his life as mentally ill, he accounts for many
of the distinctions inflicted upon him by
state and medical society, acknowledging
that these are produced by the overwhelming fear in others that he has somehow
escaped from reality. But in relaying his
Memoirs of My Nervous Illness, he insists
through example and repetition that his work
is not to leave this world – but to change it.
According to his understanding, the actual
energy of the universe (communicated to him
by birds and interfering with his capacity to
speak clearly) could ultimately succeed in
transforming him into the voluptuousness
of an advanced state of multi-sexuality, as a
woman-man-god-thing. The misunderstandings of this desire, destructively documented
as repression by Sigmund Freud, have lived
with us for a long time, as has the dismissal
by authority of most identities created by
individuals to disturb the “basis” of a human
being. As creations, they are not escapes in
the traditional understanding: they are a
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way to inhabit our circumstances. One of his
symptoms was partial aphasia, a habitually but
periodic stuttering or falling off in finishing
his sentences while speaking.
Some years ago, during the organizing of
activist art projects, I looked to 17th-century
historical paintings for a way to imagine a
resolution of the anxiety I felt (and still
feel) when confronted with the conflation
of the aesthetic (a self) and political (a circumstance) in public speech. This demand
is a frustration we often place on art. On
the one hand, there is the looking for an
epiphany related to intense pleasure; and on
the other, the reorganization of the self as
part of an imperative toward ethical transformation. The false choice between subjective
rupture and virtue has often perniciously
distracted us from what art can actually do.
In the pre-modern paintings that present a
utopian distraction to European courtly life,
I found both a solace and a challenge: what
can we ever do to release ourselves from
the confines of a managed life that enables
so much violence? In a picture of pastoral
harmony by Jean-Antoine Watteau titled
The Embarkation for Cythera (1717), for
example, I found more than the servicing
conversation piece for the prince’s salon: it

offered the possibility of sublimity leading we are told to be; while telling ourselves
to a collective excursion, a departure from there is no end, or no known humanness,
what is expected in life toward a radically to who that might be.
improvised performance of a self. This escape
These days I have a recurring dream that I am
lasts as an extremely contemporary proposal.
a drug addict, barely surviving the exigencies
Watteau and his students insisted that the
of my life. In it, there is always the same
tension between the drive toward sensation
scene: I am still up in the very early morning,
and the social necessity of politics are, if
unable to perceive differences between a
noticed, intricately linked to the performance
thing in front of me, the atmosphere, and
of every human exchange. When we dance,
my own flesh. I am mainly caught up in
we pose and reform. When we converse, we
not being able to see the color of the sky;
challenge and accept. Paintings of social
it appears as both black and bright green.
disappearance articulate social form without
This misrecognition of color is both familiar
speech, and sway our witnessing to entertain
and startling at daybreak, after long periods
happiness outside of their given humanity and
of intoxication matched with a condition of
feel political subjection as both produced by
significant physical pain. As I look out the
and dependent upon this “outsideness.” We
window, the changing color I experience
may become who we are by resisting what
could be the natural declension from night

Maha Maamoun
Night Visitor: The Night of Counting the Years (film still), 2011
Single-channel video, 8’30’’
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building, I can propose myself as any new
body, or even any new thing. I could become
inappropriately joined to those not related
to me. Together we could adopt histories
not our own, obsess together on excessive
refusals to reproduce the present, and most
simply, just forget how we are supposed
to speak. Finding uses for a self that will
no longer contain a rationalized future is
physically felt in the body, and sometimes
demands that the body be re-stylized in
On waking from this dream, I am always in
abstract thought or form – miniaturized to
deep melancholy. But an explicitly confused
be free and overlooked, deformed to collect
one, based on the realization that the darknew fantasies of use and agency, monstrously
ness of such a self-transformation – however
over-scaled to see beyond the sciences. And
destructive – lends a kind of inverse light to
although this re-stylization might feel akin
the dullness of social acceptance and normalto deformation, monstrosity, or death, it is
ity. Seeing one’s own senses changed through
useful to life in its requirement that we turn
self-inflicted pain is an affecting proposal for
away from the world that can’t accept the
the politics of real life: an invention of the
full implications of our mind. It is probably
mind that could evince life’s regimentations
why trying to live beyond rationality often
as a dream we are working through. The
separates us – our minds and bodies – into
consciousness of a dream is always recolored
something that appears to be on the verge
(in this case from black to bright green and
of insanity. An insane self may be the real
back again) and then seen as producing, as
addressee of the silences inherent in works
new lighting often does, a different world.
of art: like a random passerby, seeing the
The melancholy of pain, whether self-inflicted archive of the civilization reformed onto our
or caused by others, wants one to understand thoughts, exposed, and helplessly facing a
an art that demands the disordering of the formal request to become someone in pain,
world’s restrictions. Art has claimed such a speechless, a non-human being.
position of reversal or of turning around, away
In Maha Maamoun’s film, Dear Animal, two
from the rationalization of everyday life and
individuals release themselves from a disaster.
preconceived progress, away from desire’s
One, the activist Dolphin, has retreated to
contemporary confinement into commodity
heal the psychic wounds of failed revolutions
and violence. This may seem reactionary,
and becomes figuratively a dolphin, enjoinlike turning away from the future, but it is
ing a gradual self-sequestering. She speaks
possible that it is a positive reversal from the
only in the epistle to finally describe what
false certainty of modern progress. Leaving
it was like to be spattered by the blood of
aside humanism’s claims of progress and
others in the struggle against authoritariimprovement is often frightening. In so doing,
anism. Her pastoral retreat is, of course, a
we are leaving aside notions of linear time,
form of repair, but also of (un)building. The
the divisions of space and objects created
other, Walid the gangster, is unconsciously
over time, or the singularities of identity
jinxed into the form of another animal – a
that progress has so far defined. Outside
zebroid goat that wants to fly – separating
of the state’s formal apparatus of citizen
to dawn, or at the same time, a parallel
effect of coming down from the inebriation of the day before. In this hallucinatory
thought, there is a clear understanding of
the relativity of suffering to sensation; the
realization that self-destruction is based in
part on a determination to make the world
different – because as it shifts the drives of
bright life, the dark world that is produced
can be sensed as if under control.
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him from his clan of criminals and exposing
their absurd immorality. Although his leader
and colleagues realize that “his speech is not
ours,” they cannot allow him to live. More
than unbuilt, he is brutally killed by those
following orders, who loved him.
Although the causes and resulting destinies
of these two transformations are profoundly
different, the resulting condition of cogency
in autonomy and aloneness is the same.
Maamoun’s escapes into solitude, whether
tragic or idyllic, are reasonable results from
what the devastation that denial of human
rights inflicts on the soul. When I am speaking outside of what can be understood, I am
outside the lives of the ordinary, needing
the attention of society in ways that call
up all its non-state apparatuses of supposed
“healing” – the hospital, the God, and the
family. The pastoral retreat and the turning
into animal seem both to be aspects of the
same drive, one that allows an escape from
the confines of regularity, utility, and the
violence of existing social formation. They
both suggest a lost coherence and demand
sublimation in the face of the exigencies of
life: instead of continuing the paradoxical
struggles of a given life, the physical form,
habit or place will transform existence. And
they both demand a reorganization of how
that transformation might be communicated;
declaring that self-description in speech may
be inadequate. To take a position against
speech, like against representation, appears
at first to be indefensible. But any departure
from language – the muteness of animal, the
silence of divinity or death, the aphasia of
the insane – all request that as listeners we
look beyond the violently scientific definitions of society for another manifestation of
the self. Perhaps this reveals a new kind of
paradoxical political energy that has been
alongside rational effort all the time: the
energy of the colored lights decorating the

corpse of a camel that illuminate the Cairo
of Maamoun’s film; the glowing rays that
enter the body of Schreber and render him
beyond the human; the electric confusion of
not knowing the color of morning light; the
pull of love that brings us to a new island –
all rebellion.
Doug Ashford is an artist, teacher, and writer
based in New York. He is Associate Professor at
The Cooper Union where he has been teaching
sculpture, design, and interdisciplinary studies
since 1989. Ashford’s visual practice from 1982
to 1996 was the multi-form practice of Group
Material, whose work has been recently compiled
in the publication Show and Tell: A Chronicle o
f Group Material (Four Corners Books, 2010).
His most recent public effort culminated in the
project Who Cares (Creative Time, 2006), which
brings together a series of conversations between
Ashford and other cultural practitioners on public
expression, ethics, and beauty. Recent exhibitions
include Abstract Possible: The Stockholm Synerg
ies (2010-12), dOCUMENTA 13, Kassel (2012),
and the Gwangju Biennale 11 (2016). A collection
of essays, titled Doug Ashford: Writings and C
onversation, (Mousse Publishing, 2013), was
published on the occasion of his retrospective
exhibition at the Grazer Kunstverein that year.
He is represented by Wilfried Lentz Rotterdam.
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Dear Animal (film still), 2016
Single-channel video, 25’30’’
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Dear Animal
Notes in a Conversation on a Film
by Maha Maamoun
Mohamed Beshir
I.
It was related to me that in a farm on the
outskirts of Cairo lives a billy goat, which
resembles a zebra with “short strong legs,
wide stout neck, and fine black stripes crossing his body.” If goats had any memory for
names, this one would respond to Walid Taha.

viewpoint towards the gravity of the real. At
this point, novelistic structures disappear in
favor of prosaic threads. Here erupts the
cosmic dust and shine the stars in the sky.1

It’s specifically this instinctive force at play,
at that moment of collapse, that acts as a key
Before life on the farm, before the acquired to unlocking the multilayered tale of Sultan
stripes and the bestowed name, the goat most Qanun al-Wujud; the story of a ring of drug
probably lived the average life of an urbanized dealers who find themselves in a curious
animal for years. Eating and drinking from situation when one of them, Walid Taha,
the waste of humans and the provisions of who has stashed their latest consignment
the land, it might have even enrolled in a of drugs, inexplicably turns into a hybrid
couple of financial trades, shifting owners animal: a curious amalgamation of goat and
and shifting mates.
zebra. The storyline follows their desperate
attempts to get any word out of him as to
Yet, none of these experiences could have
the whereabouts of the drugs. More imporprepared it for the moment it stood in front
tantly for their boss, however, is to set an
of a camera to embody the role of a shapeexample out of Taha so that no one tries this
shifting drug dealer in Maha Maamoun’s
trick again. Order must be kept and business
latest work Dear Animal, a 25-minute film
must be protected.
that interweaves scenes inspired by Haytham
El-Wardany’s short story “Sultan Qanun The underworld laid out in Wardany’s story
al-Wujud” (Lord of the Order of Existence), seems as complex as it is callous; too callous
and the notes Azza Shaaban has irregularly that when faced with the sudden transformaposted on her Facebook wall since leaving tion of the drug pusher, the only conceivable
Egypt in 2013.
reactions from the parties involved, on either
side of the law, are along the lines of either
II. Haytham El-Wardany
total engulfment or total annihilation. Amid
…Yet in short stories, it’s not the force of the conflict between two generations of drug
construction that is at play. There is a differ- dealers, and their attempts to approach the
ent force that aims to stretch what already problem at hand, a devolution is highlighted.
exists to its extreme limits. A force that seeks The story that initially lends itself to a heritage
a fragile balance in the moment of collapse. of surreal metamorphosis quickly reveals
Such force has no control over its subject, for inherent remarks on the codes of a certain
it functions over a gaseous state of matter. subculture, and questions how much moments
From that perspective, the story resembles a
poem, for both of them perceive a hallucinatory
 جريدة. اتزان هش يف لحظة الســقوط. القصة القصرية1
)2016-05-28(التحرير
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of transition can reveal about power structures.
In his text “How to read Kalila wa Dimna,”
Abdelfattah Kilito bluntly states: “…Narrative
is the weapon of the defenseless.” 2 The
statement is driven by his remark that in the
frame tale – full of talking animals, usually
arguing and negotiating – the lion is the least
talkative.3 For one, the lion’s paws are mightier
than any argument, but more notably, the
power of his words comes from their scarcity.
Withdrawal requires and implies strength. The
dramatic conflict in the fictional half of Dear
Animal instantly surpasses the metamorphosis
to center around the mundane effect of the
withdrawal of Walid Taha’s speech abilities
as a man turned animal, or rather the critical
timing of it.
III. Azza Shaaban
For as long as I can remember, I’ve always
known I was a dolphin, and recalled events
from my previous life.4
Taking her cue from the Rabaa massacre in
August 2013, Azza Shaaban embarked on an
open-ended trip to India. The idea of leaving
Egypt had already been brewing in the minds
of many Egyptians by that time, especially
those who saw bloodshed of friends and
fellow protesters on the streets of Cairo from
2011 onwards, as they slowly realized that
the last blood was yet to come. Shaaban’s
exit to seek healing for physical and psychosomatic maladies led her to the foothills of
the Himalayas, where she started a process
of unloading and disentangling. Despite
the extreme distance she took, or maybe as
a result of feelings synonymous with such
displacements, Shaaban soon felt an urge to
maintain a channel of communication with

Cairo, and she found it in the form of open letters that she posted irregularly yet frequently
on Facebook. In these ongoing letters, which
always begin with “Dear Animal,” and end
with “Signed: The Dolphin,” Azza Shaaban
is speaking in the first animal already. She/
The Dolphin addresses her friends in Cairo,
“the animals,” through the digital forest of
Facebook, sharing her present state of mind
and body, and sometimes hinting at shared,
scarring memories.
Much like Wardany’s protagonist, Maamoun’s
film took to hybridity itself. If Sultan Qanun
al-Wujud explores the elementary particles
connecting the atoms and molecules of a
certain power structure, the film’s other half,
Shaaban’s Facebook notes, occupy another
state of “matter”: a post-apocalyptic state
where ambiguity is the rule, and where
classic boundaries of space, time, gender, and
species give way to moments of interplay
and contemplation.
IV. Maha Maamoun
In the couple of years following the 2011
Egyptian revolution, I noticed a rise in the
appearance of animals in the writings of
people around me. Has this always been the
case but I just noticed it then? I started looking
and finding more animals, animal news and
analogies appearing in the news, talk shows,
opinion pieces, literary texts, and art projects.
Possibly an attempt to revise, or conversely to
re-assert, the status-quo and its catastrophic
power relations. In this film, I focused on two
significant pieces of writing from that period
in which animals curiously appeared, not as
metaphors, symbols or prosthetic tongues
for an endangered political subject, but as
indeterminate shifting forms with uncertain
beginnings and ends.5

. دار توبقال للنرش. من رشفة ابن رشــد.)2009(  عبــد الفتــاح كيليطو2
)6 (ص

3 Meaning: the story within the story.
4 As quoted in a conversation with the author on a Zamalek
Balcony, September 2016.

5 As quoted in a Skype conversation with the author, September 2016.
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As opposed to classical views of animals as
creatures that “do not know what is meant
by yesterday or today,” “leap about, eat, rest,
digest, leap about again,” and “from morning
till night and from day to day” – “fettered
to the moment and its pleasure or displeasure” – are “neither melancholy nor bored,”
the dolphin Azza Shaaban evokes is granted
voice, memories, a present and future.6
In one scene, over images shot by Maamoun
herself of Shaaban’s balcony overlooking
the serene forests of Dharamsala, Shaaban’s
voiceover describes her daily life in India, and
how she’s treading roads shared by humans,
animals, birds, and cars. The redemption of
the dolphin in Shaaban’s narrative opens up
a new potential in her present moment. In
signing out of restrictive, linear, hu(man)-centric narratives of history, an animal persona/
pen-name harps on an animalistic historic
ambivalence and allows for the writing of
an alternative history.
Maamoun’s film, as opposed to her previous
video and photography work, primarily raises
the question of the viability of narrative
vehicles to map out metaphysical/mystical
concepts often inhabited by theology, mythology, or niche philosophy. How far can the
emotional embodiment of thoughts – and
the banking on the heritage of dramatic
representations and melodramatic gestures
– relate to concepts tackling the boundaries
of form?

This is a concept that shares some lineage
with early Soviet theoretical approaches to
film and montage, where images are edited
in a dialectical structure that propels a chain
reaction of feelings and meanings, and notions
run in parallel like train rails, projecting an
imaginary meeting point on a virtual horizon
in the viewer’s eyes.
The investment in maintaining the vague
connections within the film proves essential
to the breathability of its own fabric. The
entanglement points to the film’s dual parts
and instigates feedback loops between them.
The muteness of Walid Taha/the zebroid goat
is faced by the first-person voice of Shaaban;
her addressing of Cairo and the past from
her nonhierarchical, anachronistic perspective brings a new individualistic angle to an
inherently collective experience of history.
Such an angle resists the rigid flow governed
by progress, which in turns highlights the
gravity of Walid Taha’s individual withdrawal,
and the risk this withdrawal poses on the
credibility and survival of the cemented
rules of existence governing the world he
belonged to.

V. Maha Maamoun
I came across the hanging camel skeleton that
appears in the film by chance – in a picture
taken and posted by Mahmoud Khattab on his
Facebook page. When asked by the stunned
viewers about the whereabouts of this thing,
he shared the address of the butcher’s shop.
These questions are partly addressed in the
Apparently a butcher in Eastern Cairo, who sells
very structure of the film. The steady intercamel and other meat, reassembled a camel’s
cutting between the documentary-like footage
skeleton, decorated it with colorful blinking
of Dharamsala and the fictional scenes shot
lights and hung it in front of his shop as a
in Cairo impels an internal dynamic; one that
sign. It hovers high above a constant stream
threads lines of divergence and convergence,
of people and vehicles passing through the
alternatively opening up channels between
long narrow street that is lined on either side
two regimes that are otherwise separated.
by residential buildings and shops to which
the hanging skeleton is attached and from
6 Friedrich Nietzsche, (tr.) R. J. Hollingdale, Untimely Meditawhich
it draws its electrical life-force. I was
tions (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), p. 60.
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Maha Maamoun
Dear Animal (film still), 2016
Single-channel video, 25’30’’

struck by this image and struck even more
upon encountering the thing itself. Turning
a corner and seeing it in situ, hanging above
a busy residential area like any other casual
decoration, gave me goosebumps. It’s both
morbid and fun, but maybe its impact is in
its unfamiliarity. It’s not a traditional, local,
familiar object or aesthetic. Again, it felt like
another instance where a yet unidentifiable
fluid flux of thought and feeling is finding
form. Here again via the animal. It’s still hard
for me to understand this thing and what it
expresses. And though it appears in passing
in one scene of Dear Animal, for me it was
like a third text informing the film.7
Despite their differences in terms of form
and aesthetics, the roots of the two halves
of Dear Animal share a primitive space of
ambiguity that resists metaphors: a space
where people are not just people and animals
7 As quoted in a Skype Conversation with the author, September 2016.

are not completely animals, but both are not
yet something else in particular.
That middle space of perpetual flux traverses
the three-dimensional world of narrative
towards a fourth one, not very different from
the realm where mythology draws its force.
In the landscape of a myth, historical truth is
meaningless, and the categorization of fiction
and reality is suspended. It’s this ahistorical
space, where forms, identities and concepts
escape the gravity of narratives and gain
more permeability. Here, they are allowed to
reconnect to forgotten origins and foundations
that give myth its overarching quality.
While for most of the time we lie at the
consuming end of mythology, we indeed
do provide it with meaning. As Jean LucNancy noted, “we know that although we
did not invent the stories (here again, up to
a certain point), we did on the other hand
invent the function of the myths that these
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stories recount…”8 Perhaps the most stimulating notion in Dear Animal is the attempt
to re-question that portal, and to hack this
mythical origin space, reactivating an atrophied lane in the two-way road between the
storyteller and the audience. In Dear Animal,
the viewer’s automatic urge to connect the
dots between the two stories reflects something in us, and the film’s self-awareness of
the distance it keeps summons the possibility
of a collective, active, and imaginative space.

conflict obsolete. Another possibility would
be that between his ideas of space-time, and
between the animals’ alleged ambivalence
towards the flow of history, Ibn Arabi was,
from a certain perspective, invisible: in the
time, but not of it.

The idea of a traversing, fluid subjectivity is
tangible in the choices made in the making
of Dear Animal. In the joint between the
voice and the voiceless, the present and the
withdrawn, we are urged not only to surpass
dichotomies, but to also question the idea of
VI. Azza Shaaban
subjectivity altogether. A proposition mediI imagine the reason behind my reconnection
ated not by our accumulated knowledge of
to my animal past has to do with my percepboundaries, but rather through a revisiting
tion of time. I’ve always mistaken events from
of the very structure of our perception.
9
the past to be in the future, and vice versa.
In the thirteenth century, when the grand VII. Haytham El-Wardany
sheikh of Sufism wanted to attest to signs It’s not just a one-way interaction, I imagine
of his early sainthood, he brought a herd of that animals have their own agency, and at
zebras to act as witnesses. The story in the some points they can recall themselves into our
Meccan Revelations tells of an incident where reality… it’s not a realm that can be exclusively
the adolescent Ibn Arabi – still then in what explained via the rules of causality.10
he dubs as his jahiliyya phase – rides a horse
Somewhere on the outskirts of Cairo, in a
in a travelling caravan across al-Andalus
farm near the pyramids of Abu Sir, lives a
alongside his father and a group of guards.
goat with faded paint patterns on its body
As the caravan approached a group of feeding
that might still respond to the name Walid.
wild zebras, which the armed troupe was
Legend has it that on one night, the goat
bound to disturb, Ibn Arabi, who was ahead
will have a dream about aquatic mammals,
of the caravan, believed in his heart that he
mind-altering substances, revolutionaries and
would not be of harm to them. So he passed
humans in a dark room watching projected
through, his spear almost touching their napes,
light. The goat will wake up confused and
and the zebras did not even look up. It was
go silent for a certain period, after which he
only when the rest of the caravan arrived
might speak his real name.
that the herd flinched and dispersed.
This essay was originally commissioned by
One way of reading this incident would be that
Ibraaz, and can be viewed online at the folto the zebras, Ibn Arabi was not identified as
lowing link: http://www.ibraaz.org/essays/17
an-other; his own subjectivity expanded to
intertwine with that of the other creatures Mohamed Beshir is a writer and film curator
and components of the cosmos, rendering based in Cairo.
8 Jean-Luc Nancy, The Inoperative Community (Minneapolis,
MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1991), p. 45.
9 As quoted in a conversation with the author on a Zamalek
Balcony, September 2016.
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10 As quoted in a Skype conversation with the author, September 2016.
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